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                             Abstract

   A simpler method for the estimation of the gamma-activity distributed

in the thick medium is presented. This method was proved to be useful by

the exemplifying experiment where the potassium content in sand was ob-

tained with rather good accuracy.

                           Introduction

   When the source intensity per unit volume is weak and also the extrac-

tion of the radioactive material in object is difficult or undesirable from some

other reason, it is neccessary to take a large amount of the source material,

in order to get the meaningful countings. Thus, in these cases, the self-

absorption and the self-scattering of the radiation (hereinafter will be called

simply as self-absorption) by the source material itself, and both the geo-

metrical and the intrinsic ethciency of the detector used, would present

rather complicated problems. Especially, the self-absorption of the gamma-

ray is strongly dependent upon the Physical properties of the source material,

the geometrical shape of the source and the gamma-ray energy. So, it is

diMcult to give an exact definition to the "self-absorption coethcient". More-

over, even if the definition were given, it would be powerless in the practical

application. .･ ,   According to this method, the effects of the self-absorption need be

neither measured nor estimated from other independent measurements ot

calculations. The iRtensity of the gamma-ray emitter can be obtained from

a series of measurements by treating the effects of the self-absorption para-

metrically. -･
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                       Principle of the Method

 , Now, refering to Fig 1 and 2, the principle of this method will be des-

cribed. For simplicity, the detector and the source container are assumed to

be cylindrica!, though they may be of arbitrary shape.

   Using the following notations;

   n-disintegration rate of the radioactive material, which is distributed

       uniformly in the source material, per unit volume of the source

       material.
                                                       '   G(x)-total (or, photopeak) efficiency of the detector (including both the

       geometrical and intrinsic eMciencies) for the gamma-ray emitted from

       the radioactive material in the region between x and x+dx.

   F(x)-attenuation factor for the gamma-ray (emitted at height x) by the

       source material between o arid x.

   S-cross-sectional area of the container.

we can express the qounting rate C(h), where the container is fi11ed up to

height h with the source material, as follows;

                       C(h)==n$SitG(x)･F(x)dx (1)

From the definitions, it is obvious that F(x) must satisfy the boundary con-

ditions'
      '
                              1 at x==O
                        F(X)=Io for x-÷ c>o (2)

oc+ax
ce

o

aC(x) =nS.G(x)dx
   Fig 1 and 2:
ship between the

same tlme acts
 the detector.

Though

s x -dx

x

-o

this

 dC(x) = nSG(x)F(x)dx
The general relation-

source (which at the
as the absorber) and

corresponds

   n==       s-

      G(o)
F(x)= G(x)-

to the case

     Sisa known quantity. G(x) can be
     known from either measurements or
     calculations. C(h) is the quantity

     measured. Thus, the problem is to
     solve the integral equation (1) for n

     under the boundary condition (2).

        First, we consider the trivial case

     where C(h) can be obtained as an ap-

     proximately continuous functipn of h.
     In this case, by differentiation g.f th'e

     equation (1) with h and using the
     condition (2), we can easily obtain n

     and F(x).

1 (OC/ah),..,
                                (3-1)
     G(o)

    ･E,a.Cig.49.h:-3" (3-2)

   of the strong intensity in which it is
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not necessary to use a large quantity of source material, we can use these

results for the aim of checking the validity of this method in the practical

case.

   In the practical cases, where the radioactive intensity may be very weak,

we can use only several C(h) at several h which have the meaningful differ-

ences, in taking into consideration the counting statistics and other experi-

mental conditions. Thus, the integral equation (1) is replaced by the simul-

taneous equations on n and F(x),

                                         '                      C(hz)=nSS,hiG(x)'F(x)dx (1')

                            '                                                        '                           i=1, 2, 3, ･･･

To solve these equations, some knowledge about the functional form of the

function F(x) is needed. Taking into account the fact that the attenuation

factor of gamma-ray in the infinite and uniform medium can be expressed

by the form e-"X(1+6x) for not so large distances (including the build-up

factor), we can assume that F(x) has a form of

                          F(x) :=1+ 2 Pjx'
                                  j==1
for not so large x. The validity of this assumption must be tested experi-

mentally. As G(x) is known quantity (by experiments or calculations), the

equations (1/) can be reduced to a set of algebraic equations on n and Pj.

          '                C(hi)==nSS:iG(x)dx+nS];.]p,S:,'iGgx)･xjdx (1'!)

                      i=1, 2, 3,･･･, 1'=1, 2, 3,･･･

So, we can get the value of n, by solving theequations (lii) or by using the

least square method. As will be seen later, we can neglect all of the higher

order terms except the first two, 1+p,x. Then, the least s' quare method be-
comes the most preferable procedure.

                        Experimental Checks

(A) Appartus and Source
   Source container was a cylinder of brass, the dimensions of which was

10.0cm in inner diameter, 15.1cm in depth and O.12cm in wall thickness.

   The detector was a Nal scintillation crystal of 4"¢×2/i mounted upon the
face of a phbtomultiplier (DuMont 6374). Theoutput pulses were fed to the

main amplifier and then to the RCL 256-channel pusle height analyzer.

   As we had the object of determining the K`O content in the natural soil

(Example II and III), we have used K`2 (12.52h) in the form of K`2Cl as the

radioactive material. Its gamma:ray energy is 1.53Mev and approximately

equal to that of K`O (1.46Mev). K`2Cl was prepared in JRR-l reactor of

JAERI at Tokai.
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(B) Examplel
   A small amount of the water solution of K42Cl was poured into the source

container. The thickness was about 2.5 mm, so the effects of the self-absorp-

tion could be perfectly negligible. The disintegration rate was absolutely

determined by B-r coincidence method and found to be 1.4×10`dos/cc. By
giving stepweis upward movements to the sourGe container, G(x) was deter-

                           mined experimentaly. Obtained G(x) was
                           very well realized by the linear combination

                           of two exponential functions, which rendered

                           the calculation of the definite integrals in

                           (1//) very easy.

                               Another 300cc water solution of K42Cl

                           was divided into three equal parts. Each
                           part was added to 900 cc of H,O (Sample 1),

                           270g Pb(NO,), solution in 900cc H,O (Sam-

                           ple 2) and 455g ZnCl,-7H,O solution in 900

                           cc H,O (Sample 3), respectively.

                               Sample 1 was poured into the initially

                           empty source container stepweise and at each

                           additions, counting of the photopeak area

                           was recorded. The same procedures were
                           carried on forothersamples. Their accumu-

                           lation curves are shown in Fig 3. By gra-
                           .phical differentiation, F(x)s were obtained

                           and it was proved that the assumption 1+Pix

                           was a good ond.
                               n,was determined in three different ways;

                           1) by the graphical differentiation based upon

                           formula (3-1), 2) by solving the equations (1i/)

                           by selecting an arbitrary set of C(h)s at two

 o g h(cm) heights,3)byapplyingtheleastsquare
   Fig3:Accumulationcurves methodtoanarbitrarysetofC(h)satthree
forthegamma-rayin Example heights. Obtained results are tabulated in

I' Table 1, which shows the usefulness of this

                   Table 1. The results of Example 1.

Methods

Numerical differentiation'

Direct solving

Least square method

in 104 tIPs/cc

Sample 1

1. 5

L2
1. 3

Sample 2

L5
1. 4

1. 3

Sample 3

1. 5

1. 4

1. 3
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  method.

  (C) Example II

. Astheothertestforthevalidityofthismethod,commerciallyavailable
  KCI powder was used as the source material. The radioactive material is

  isotope K`O in natural K. The apparatus and procedures were same as in

  Example I. Data are tabulated in Table 2. By applying the least square

  method, the K`O content in natural K was estimated to be 0.011%, which

  was in good agreement to the true value, 0.012%.

                     Table 2. K40 content in natural K

Height (cm)

4. 2

7. 2

9. 2

11. 7

Weight (g)

335

572

735

932

Counting rate (tis)

15.1+0.2

19.3+0.2

20. 1+ 0. 2

22. 5+ 0. 2

cips/g (KCI)

13. 7

(D) Example III

   About 1 Klg of sand (sampled out at sea-shore in Zushi-City) was used as

the source material. The radioactive material was isotope K`O in natural K

contained in'sand. The apparatus and procedures were same as in Example

II. Data are tabulatedin Table 3. By applyingthe least square method, the

disintegration rate was estimated to be 0.25 cips/g (sana). In the conventional

expression in which the weight ratio of KbO against the sample is used, this

value corresponds to 1.8% which value can be taken as natural in the non-

granlte area.

                   Table 3. K content in natural sand.

Height (cm)

4. 2

7. 2

IL 7

Weight (g)

527

879

1378

Counting rate (/s)

0.503+0.02

0. 663+ 0. 02

0. 842+ 0. 02

das/g (sand)

0. 25

                        Concluding Remarks

   As is shown in Table 1 and 2, this method has a tendency of giving
smaller values in comparison with the accurate values. The reasons are not

yet clear. Even if we assume theform of F(x) in 1+p,x+P,x2, no appreciable

improvement has been obtained. It must be noted that, when the radioactive

intensity per unit volume is very weak, the subtraction of the background
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countings becomes very difiicult. Because, in such cases, the source material

itself plays a role of absorber for the background radiation and then may

introduce some error in determining the true counting rate which might be

comparable with the background counting rate.

   The most advantageous point of this method is in the fact that arbitrari-

ness exists only in assuming the form of F(x) and, once it being done, there

is no room into which arbitrariness enters. And also, the obtained accuracy

of about ten percent may be a satisfactory one for most practically purposes.

   We would like to express our sincere thanks to Prof. F. YAMAzAKI for

his interest in this work.


